Abstract. Verification of timed systems is an important subject of research, and one of its crucial aspects is the efficiency of the methods developed. Extending the result of Popova which states that integer time steps are sufficient to test reachability properties of time Petri nets [5, 8] , in our work we prove that the discrete-time semantics is also sufficient to verify ECTL * and ACTL * properties of TPNs with the dense semantics. To show that considering this semantics instead of the dense one is profitable, we compare the results for SAT-based bounded model checking of ACTL−X properties and the class of distributed time Petri nets.
Introduction
Verification of time-dependent systems is an important subject of research. The crucial problem to deal with is the state explosion: the state spaces of these systems are usually very large due to infinity of the dense time domain, and are likely to grow exponentially in the number of concurrent components of the system. This influences strongly the efficiency of the model checking methods.
The papers of Popova [5, 8] show that in the case of checking reachability for systems modelled by time Petri nets (i.e., while testing whether a marking of a net is reachable) one can use discrete (integer) time steps instead of realvalued ones. This reduces the state space to be searched. The aim of our work is to investigate whether the result of Popova can be extended, i.e., whether the discrete-time semantics can replace the dense-time one also while verifying a wider class of properties of dense-time Petri net systems. In this paper we present our preliminary result, i.e., prove that the discrete-time model can be used instead of the dense-time one while verifying ECTL * and ACTL * properties. To show that such an approach can be profitable we perform some experiments, using an implementation for SAT-based bounded model checking of ACTL −X and the class of distributed time Petri nets with the discrete-time semantics [4] , as well as its modification for the dense-time case.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sec. 2 discusses the related work. Sec. 3 introduces time Petri nets and their dense and discrete models. Sec. 4 presents the logics ECTL * and ACTL * . Sec. 5 deals with the theoretical considerations, while Sec. 6 presents the experimental results. Sec. 7 contains final remarks and sketches directions of the further work.
Related Works
We would like to stress that in our work we are interested in branching time properties. To our best knowledge the fact that the discrete-time semantics is sufficient to verify ECTL * or ACTL * properties of time Petri nets (TPNs) with the dense-time semantics has never been proven before.
The topic of verification of dense-time Petri nets using integer time steps has been studied in several publications. In paper [5] it is shown how to construct a reachability graph whose vertices are reachable integer states for time Petri nets in which all the latest firing times are finite. The main theorem of [5] (Thm 3.2) states that for each run of a TPN, starting at its initial state, it is possible to find a corresponding run which starts at the initial state as well, and visits integer states only. Due to this theorem a discrete analysis of boundedness and liveness of a TPN is possible. The work [6] extends the results of [5] to arbitrary TPNs. It uses the idea of "freezing" the clock values of transitions with infinite Lf t just as their Ef t is reached. This way a reduced (finite) reachability graph of "essential" (integer) states is obtained.
In [8] and [7] the state space of a TPN is characterised parametrically. The main theorems (Thm 3.1 and Thm 3.2) of [8] state that for an arbitrary feasible execution path where the clocks have real values it is possible to replace these real values by integer ones and obtain another feasible path. The differences between the clocks values of each enabled transition at a given marking in the former and the latter path are always smaller than 1, and so are the differences between total times of both the executions. The main idea of the proof is as follows: the integer values are constructed out of the given assignments of real values by successive transforming all the non-integer numbers to nearby integers in n + 1 steps, where n is the length of the path. According to the theorems the minimal and maximal time duration of a transition sequence are integer values. In the paper [7] an enumerative procedure for reducing the state space is introduced. The idea is to divide a problem into a finite number of smaller problems, which can be solved recursively with a methodology inspired from dynamic programming. Moreover, it extends the method of [8] to the nets with real-valued time steps (in [8] rational time steps were allowed only) and infinite latest firing times.
The authors of the above-mentioned papers claim that the knowledge of the reachable integer states is sufficient to determine the entire behaviour of the net at any point in time. However, all these papers show the trace equivalence Fig. 1. Two trace equivalent models which are not (bi)similar. A formula distinguishing them is e.g. ϕ = EF(EXp1 ∧ EXp2) which holds for the model on the right only between a continuous model and a (restricted) discrete one. It is very well known that trace equivalence preserves linear time properties, but it does not preserve branching time properties (see Fig. 1 and [1] ), so the word "behaviour" should probably be understood in a way following from a fragment of [7] : "The properties of a Petri net, both the classical one as well as the TPN, can be divided into two parts: There are static properties, like being pure, ordinary, free choice, extended simple, conservative, etc., and there are dynamic properties like being bounded, live, reachable, and having place-or transitions invariants, deadlocks, etc. While it is easy to prove the static behavior of a net using only the static definition, the dynamic behavior depends on both the static and dynamic definitions and is quite complicated to prove.", so as the dynamic properties listed. Moreover, the result of the papers [5, 6] does not imply bisimulation between both the models, as the construction given in these papers cannot be used to prove it. We discuss this on p. 27, showing that the relation R used in our proof and derived from the result of [5, 6] cannot be used to prove bisimulation. This follows from the fact that the integer run π "justifying" σ Rσ (generated according to the construction of [5] ) and the dense run π occurring in the relation do not need to "branch" in the same way. Similarly, the result of [8, 7] does not imply (bi)simulation as well.
Although it is not stated directly, the construction given in these papers is based on a parametric description of the classes of the forward-reachability graph for a net considered (i.e., a structure in which the initial state class contains the initial state of the net and all the time successors of this state, and given a state class C x corresponding to firing a sequence of transitions x, its successor class on a transition t contains all the concrete states which can be obtained by firing t at a concrete state σ ∈ C x and then passing some time not disabling any enabled transition). It is well known that such a structure preserves reachability and linear time properties, but it does not preserve branching time properties. The discrete runs constructed in both the papers are retrieved from the dense ones to preserve nothing but visiting the same state classes as the runs they correspond to.
The current paper is a modified and improved version of our work [3] (published in the proceedings of a local workshop, and containing a completely different proof which does not define simulation explicitely).
Time Petri Nets
We start from introducing some basic definitions related to time Petri nets. For simplicity of the presentation we focus on 1-safe time Petri nets only. However, our result applies also to unbounded nets, which is explained in more details in the final section.
Let IN be the set of natural numbers (including zero), and IR (IR + ) be the set of (nonnegative) reals. Time Petri nets are defined as follows: Definition 1. A time Petri net (TPN, for short) is a six-element tuple N = (P, T, F, Ef t, Lf t, m 0 ), where P = {p 1 , . . . , p n P } is a finite set of places, T = {t 1 , . . . , t n T } is a finite set of transitions, F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is the flow relation, Ef t : T → IN and Lf t : T → IN ∪ {∞} are functions describing the earliest and the latest firing time of the transition, where for each t ∈ T we have Ef t(t) ≤ Lf t(t), and m 0 ⊆ P is the initial marking of N .
For a transition t ∈ T we define its preset •t = {p ∈ P | (p, t) ∈ F } and postset t• = {p ∈ P | (t, p) ∈ F }, and consider only the nets such that for each transition the preset and the postset are nonempty. We need also the following notations and definitions:
-a marking of N is any subset m ⊆ P , -a transition t ∈ T is enabled at m (m[t for short) if 
Concerning the behaviour of time Petri nets, it is possible to consider a densetime semantics, i.e. the one in which the time steps can be of an arbitrary (nonnegative) real-valued length, and the discrete one which considers integer time passings only. Below we define both of them.
Dense-Time Semantics
In the dense-time semantics (the dense semantics in short) a concrete state σ of a net N is defined as a pair (m, clock), where m is a marking, and clock : T → IR + is a function which for each transition t ∈ en(m) gives the time elapsed since t became enabled most recently, and assigns zero to other transitions. Given a state (m, clock) and δ ∈ IR + , denote by clock + δ the function defined by (clock + δ)(t) = clock(t) + δ for each t ∈ en(m), and (clock + δ)(t) = 0 otherwise.
where Σ is the set of all the concrete states of N , σ 0 = (m 0 , clock 0 ) with clock 0 (t) = 0 for each t ∈ T is the initial state of N , and → r ⊆ Σ × (T ∪ IR + ) × Σ is a timed consecution relation defined by:
and for all u ∈ T we have clock (u) = 0 for u ∈ newly_en(m, t) and clock (u) = clock(u) otherwise (action successor).
Notice that firing of a transition takes no time.
Given a set of propositional variables P V , we introduce a valuation function V : Σ → 2 P V which assigns the same propositions to the states with the same markings. We assume the set P V to be such that each q ∈ P V corresponds to exactly one p ∈ P , and use the same names for the propositions and the places.
Discrete-Time Semantics
Alternatively, one can consider integer time passings only. In such a discretetime semantics (discrete semantics in short) a (discrete) concrete state σ n of a net N is a pair (m, clock n ), where m is a marking, and clock n : T → IN is a function which for each transition t ∈ en(m) gives the time elapsed since t became enabled most recently, and assigns zero to the other transitions. Given a state (m, clock n ) and δ ∈ IN, we define clock n +δ and (m, clock n )+δ analogously as in the dense-time case. The discrete concrete state space of N is a structure
, where Σ n is the set of all the discrete concrete states of N , σ n 0 = (m 0 , clock n 0 ) with clock n 0 (t) = 0 for each t ∈ T is the initial state of N , and → n ⊆ Σ n × (T ∪ IN) × Σ n is a timed consecution relation defined by:
and for all u ∈ T we have clock n (u) = 0 for u ∈ newly_en(m, t) and clock n (u) = clock n (u) otherwise (action successor).
Again, firing of a transition takes no time.
Given a set of propositional variables P V , we introduce valuation function V n : Σ n → 2 P V which assigns the same propositions to the states with the same markings. Similarly as in the dense case, we assume the set P V to be such that each q ∈ P V corresponds to exactly one p ∈ P , and use the same names for the propositions and the places. The function V n is then defined by
4 Temporal Logics ACTL * and ECTL * In our work we deal with verification of properties of time Petri nets expressed in certain sublogics of the standard branching time logic CTL * . Below, we define the logics of our interest.
Syntax and Sublogics of CTL *
Let P V = {℘ 1 , ℘ 2 . . .} be a set of propositional variables. The language of CTL * is given as the set of all the state formulas ϕ s (interpreted at states of a model), defined using path formulas ϕ p (interpreted along paths of a model), by the following grammar:
In the above ℘ ∈ P V , A ('for All paths') and E ('there Exists a path') are path quantifiers, whereas U ('Until') and R ('Release') are state operators. Intuitively, the formula Xϕ p specifies that ϕ p holds in the next state of the path, whereas U(ϕ p , ψ p ) expresses that ψ p eventually occurs and that ϕ p holds continuously until then. The operator R is dual to U: the formula R(ϕ p , ψ p ) says that either ψ p holds always or it is released when ϕ p eventually occurs. Derived operators are defined as Gϕ p def = R(f alse, ϕ p ) and Fϕ p def = U(true, ϕ p ), where true def = ℘ ∨ ¬℘, and f alse def = ℘ ∧ ¬℘ for an arbitrary ℘ ∈ P V . Intuitively, the formula Fϕ p specifies that ϕ p occurs in some state of the path ('Finally'), whereas Gϕ p expresses that ϕ p holds in all the states of the path ('Globally').
Next, we define some sublogics of CTL * : ACTL * : the fragment of CTL * in which the state formulas are restricted such that negation can be applied to propositions only, and the existential quantifier E is not allowed, ECTL * : the fragment of CTL * in which the state formulas are restricted such that negation can be applied to propositions only, and the universal quantifier A is not allowed, ACTL : the fragment of ACTL * in which the temporal formulas are restricted to positive boolean combinations of A(ϕUψ), A(ϕRψ), and AXϕ only. ECTL : the fragment of ECTL * in which the temporal formulas are restricted to positive boolean combinations of E(ϕUψ), E(ϕRψ) and EXϕ only. L −X denotes the logic L without the next-step operator X. 
Semantics of CTL
* Let P V be a set of propositions. A model for CTL * is a tuple M = (L, S, s 0 , →, V ),where L is a set of labels, S is a set of states, s 0 ∈ S is the initial state, → ⊆ S × L × S is a total successor relation 5 , and V : S −→ 2 P V is a valuation function. For s, s ∈ S the notation s→s means that there is l ∈ L such that s l → s . Moreover, for s 0 ∈ S a path π = (s 0 , s 1 , . . .) is an infinite sequence of states in S starting at s 0 , where s i →s i+1 for all i ≥ 0, π i = (s i , s i+1 , . . .) is the i-th suffix of π, and π(i) = s i . Given a model M , a state s, and a path π of M , by M, s |= ϕ (M, π |= ϕ) we mean that ϕ holds in the state s (along the path π, respectively) of the model M . The model is sometimes omitted if it is clear from the context. The relation |= is defined inductively as follows:M, s |= ℘ iff ℘ ∈ V (s), for ℘ ∈ P V, M, s |= ¬℘ iff M, s |= ℘, for ℘ ∈ P V, M, x |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff M,x |= ϕ and M, x |= ψ, for x ∈ {s, π}, M, x |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff M, x |= ϕ or M, x |= ψ, for x ∈ {s, π}, M, s |= Aϕ iff M, π |= ϕ for each path π starting at s, M, s |= Eϕ iff M, π |= ϕ for some path π starting at s, M, π |= ϕ iff M, π(0) |= ϕ, for a state formula ϕ, M, π |= Xϕ iff M, π 1 |= ϕ, M, π |= ϕUψ iff (∃j ≥ 0) M, π j |= ψ and (∀0 ≤ i < j) M, π i |= ϕ , M, π |= ϕRψ iff (∀j ≥ 0) M, π j |= ψ or (∃0 ≤ i < j) M, π i |= ϕ .
Definition 2 ([2])
. A relation ; sim ⊆ S × S is a simulation from M to M if the following conditions hold:
• s 0 ; sim s 0 , • for each s ∈ S and s ∈ S , if s ; sim s, then V (s) = V (s ), and for every is the inverse of ; sim .
5 Totality means that (∀s ∈ S)(∃s ∈ S) s→s .
The following theorem holds:
). Let M , M be two simulation equivalent models, where the range of the valuation functions V, V is 2 P V . Then, M, s 0 |= ϕ iff M , s 0 |= ϕ, for any formula ϕ over P V such that ϕ ∈ ACTL * ∪ ECTL * .
5 Discrete-vs. Dense-Time Verification for ACTL * and ECTL * It is easy to see that both the models M r (N ) and M n (N ) can be used in ACTL * and ECTL * verification for a net with the semantics a given model corresponds to (as both meet the definition of the model for CTL * ). However, it is also not difficult to see that the second model is smaller and less prone to the state explosion problem. The aim of our work is then to show that both the models are equivalent w.r.t. checking ACTL * and ECTL * properties of time Petri nets with the dense-time semantics. In our proof we make use of the approach of Popova presented in the paper [5] .
Consider the dense concrete model
→ r . . ., where σ 0 = σ ∈ Σ and a i ∈ T ∪ IN for each i ≥ 0. Note that all the states of an integer-run which starts at an integer-state are integer-states as well. Thus, it is easy to see that the following holds: Lemma 1. For a given time Petri net N the model M r (N ) reduced to the integer-states and the transition relation between them is equal to M n (N ).
Given a number x ∈ IR + , let x denote the floor of x, i.e., the greatest a ∈ IN such that a ≤ x, and let x denote the ceiling of x, i.e. the smallest a ∈ IN such that x ≤ a. Moreover, let f ire(σ) denote a set of transition that are ready to fire in the state σ ∈ Σ, i.e., f ire(σ) = {t ∈ en(m) | clock(t) ∈ [Ef t(t), Lf t(t)]}. We define the integer-states to be neighbour states of real-valued ones as follows:
Intuitively, a neighbour state of σ is an integer-state of the same marking, and such that the values of its clocks, for all the enabled transitions, are "in a neighbourhood" of these of σ. However, it is easy to see that these values can be such that they make more transitions ready to fire than the corresponding values in σ do: each transition t which can be fired at a given value of clock(t) can be fired both at clock(t) and at clock(t) since all these three values are either equal if clock(t) is a natural number, or belong to the same (integer-bounded) interval
[Ef t(t), Lf t(t)] if clock(t) ∈ IN; on the other hand, a transition t which is not ready to fire at clock(t ) can be firable at clock(t ) if clock(t ) = Ef t(t ).
This implies f ire(σ) ⊆ f ire(σ ).
→ r σ k of π, and by π(k) -the k-th state of π, i.e., σ k . Moreover, we assign a time δ i to each step σ i ai → r σ i+1 in the run, i.e., define δ i = a i if a i ∈ IR, and δ i = 0 otherwise. By ∆ G (σ i , π), for i ∈ IN, we denote the value Σ i−1 j=0 δ i (i.e., the time passed along π before reaching σ i ). Moreover, given k ∈ IN and a π(k)-run ρ :
→ r . . . (i.e, the run obtained by "joining" π [k] and ρ). The above definitions apply to discrete runs in an analogous way. Next, we introduce the following definition (see also Fig. 2 ): → r . . . be an integer run. For k ∈ IN, the prefix
Intuitively, a neighbour prefix "visits" neighbour states of these in π [k] , and the corresponding steps of these prefixes are either both firings of the same transition, or both passages of time (possibly of different lengths).
In order to show that M n (N ) can replace M r (N ) in ACTL * /ECTL * verification we shall prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2. The models M r (N ) and M n (N ) are simulation equivalent.
Proof. It is obvious from Lemma 1 that M r (N ) simulates M n (N ), with the relation
Let R r (N ) and R n (N ) denote respectively the sets of all the dense σ 0 -runs (discrete σ n 0 -runs) of the net N . In order to prove that M n (N ) ; sim M r (N ) we shall show that the relation R ⊆ Σ n × Σ given by M r (N ) . Intuitively, the states σ, σ are related by R if they both are reachable from the initial state of N in k steps for some natural k, on runs π, π such that π [k] is a neighbour prefix of π [k] and for each j ≤ k the total time passed along π [j] is the floor of that passed along π [j] .
It is obvious that (σ n 0 , σ 0 ) ∈ R due to equality of these states. Next, consider σ, σ such that (σ , σ) ∈ R. Assume that the runs "justifying" this relation (for -if σ t → r γ for a transition t ∈ T and a state γ = (m γ , clock γ ), then from σ ∼ n σ (and therefore f ire(σ) ⊆ f ire(σ )) the transition t can be fired at σ as well, leading to a state ξ = (m ξ , clock ξ ). Let ρ be a σ-run of the form σ t → r γ → r . . . (i.e., a σ-run whose first step is σ t → r γ), and let ρ be a σ -run of the form σ t → n ξ → n . . . (i.e., a σ -run whose first step is σ t → n ξ; see Fig. 3 ). We shall show that Fig. 3 . Relation between π, π , ρ and ρ in the proof of Lemma 2.
it is sufficient to show that ξ ∼ n γ. It is obvious that the markings m γ and m ξ are equal, and that newly_en(m k , t) = newly_en(m k , t). Next, consider t ∈ en(m γ ). If t ∈ newly_en(m k , t) then the value of its clock in γ is the same as in σ (since firing of t does not influence the value of the clock of t ). In turn, if t ∈ newly_en(m k , t) then the values of its clock in γ and in ξ are equal to 0. Thus, from the fact that for σ, σ we have 
(which is an integer value due to ∆ G (σ , π ) ∈ IN). We shall show first that the time δ can pass at σ , leading to a state ξ = (m ξ , clock ξ ).
• To show that δ can pass at σ notice that
and that
Moreover, we have that clock γ (t) = clock k (t) + δ ≤ Lf t(t) for each t ∈ en(m k ). Consider a transition t ∈ en(m k ) (where en(m k ) = en(m k ) = en(m γ )). Let h be an index along π [k] pointing to a state (denoted α) at which t became enabled most recently, and let h be an index along π [k] pointing to a state (denoted α ) at which t became enabled most recently. From the fact that π [k] ∼ n π [k] we have h = h (for each j ≤ k − 1 the corresponding j-th steps of π [k] and π [k] are either both firings of the same transition or both time passings, which implies that for each i ≤ k a transition t becomes enabled in π(i) iff it becomes enabled in π (i)). From the definitions of clock, clock it is easy to see that
def. of R and h=h
From clock γ (t) ≤ Lf t(t) we have clock γ (t) ≤ Lf t(t), and from the property a − b ≤ a − b we get
Thus, we have that clock k (t) + δ ≤ Lf t(t) for each t ∈ en(m k ), and therefore the time δ can pass at σ .
Next, let ρ be a σ -run of the form σ δ → n ξ → n . . .. We shall show that
• In order to prove
it is sufficient to show that ξ ∼ n γ. It is obvious that the markings of these states are equal. Consider t ∈ en(m). We show that clock γ (t) ≤ clock ξ (t) ≤ clock γ (t) . Let α, α , h, h be defined as in the previous part of the proof (see the 8th line of the previous item). Similarly as before, from the definitions of clock, clock we have that
, which ends the proof.
Therefore, we can formulate the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let M r (N ) and M n (N ) be respectively a dense and a discrete model for a time Petri net N , and let ϕ be an ACTL * (ECTL * ) formula. The following condition holds:
Proof. Follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 in a straightforward way.
It should also be explained that in the case of timed systems (and therefore also TPNs) with the dense-time semantics, logics without the next-step operator are usually used, due to problems with intepreting the "next" step in the case of continuous time. However, Thm. 2 considers more general logics, in case one would interpret the next-step operator over an arbitrary passage of time. It should be noticed that the relation R used in our proof cannot be used to prove bisimulation between the models, i.e., their equivalence w.r.t. the CTL * properties, since the integer run π "justifying" σ Rσ and the dense run π occurring in the relation do not need to "branch" in the same way. Thus, although one can prove that each transition t which can be fired at σ can be fired at σ as well, the reverse does not hold. To see an example of the above consider the net shown in Fig. 4 and its runs:
-the dense one:
→ r (p2, (0, 0.6)) → r . . . -and the discrete one (denoted π ), built in the way shown in [5] and used in our proof in the definition of R (i.e., satisfying π [3] ∼ n π [3] and
It is easy to see that in π(3) we have clock(t2) = 0.6, which means that t2 cannot be fired at this state, while in π (3) we have clock(t2) = 1, which means that the transition t2 is firable.
Experimental Results
In order to show that using discrete-time models instead of the dense ones can be profitable, we performed some tests, using as an example an implementation of SAT-based bounded model checking (BMC) for a subclass of TPNs (i.e., distributed time Petri nets) with the discrete-time semantics and the logic ACTL −X used in [4] , and its modification for the dense-time case prepared for the current paper. BMC is a technique applied mainly to searching for counterexamples for universal properties, using a model truncated up to some specific depth k. The formulas used by the method are then negations of these expressing properties to be tested. So, in our case they are formulas of ECTL −X . The first system we consider is the Generic Pipeline Paradigm Petri net model (GTPP) shown in Fig. 5 . It consists of three parts: Producer producing data (P rodReady) or being inactive, Consumer receiving data (ConsReady) or being inactive, and a chain of n intermediate Nodes which can be ready for receiving data (N ode i Ready), processing data (N ode i P roc), or sending data (N ode i Send). The example can be scaled by adding more intermediate nodes.
The parameters a, b, c, d, e, f are used to adjust the time properties of Producer, Consumer, and of the intermediate Nodes. The formulas considered are EGEFConsReceived, EG(P rodReady ∨ ConsReady) and EFN ode 1 Send.
Node2Ready The next system tested is the standard Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol (Mutex). The system consists of n time Petri nets, each one modelling a process, plus one additional net used to coordinate the access of the processes to the critical sections. A TPN modelling the system for n = 2 is presented in Fig. 6 In this case we have tested the formula EGEF(crit 1 ∨ . . . ∨ crit n ). The results are presented in Fig. 7-9 for GTPP, and in Fig. 10 for Mutex. It can be seen that in all the cases we are able to verify systems containing more components (indicated in the column n) than when discrete models are used, and the total time (bmcT +satT ) and the memory required (max(bmcM, satM )) are usually smaller for the discrete-time case (the columns with "IN :"). In some cases the differences are quite substantial, but there are also examples in which the time and the memory used are similar for both the semantics. However, one 139 can see that the noticeable differences occur in the cases in which the length of the witness for the formula (k) or the number of paths required to check this formula (LL) grow together with the size of the system, making the verification more expensive.
Conclusions and Further Work
We have shown that the result of Popova, stating that integer time steps are sufficient to test reachability of markings in time Petri nets, can be extended to testing ECTL * and ACTL * properties. We have focused on 1-safe TPNs for simplicity of the presentation, but it is easy to see that the result applies also to "general" time Petri nets: neither the definitions of a marking and of enabledness of a transition, nor the way multiple enabledness of transitions is handled do influence the proof. Our experimental results show that considering the discrete semantics while verifying properties of dense-time nets can be profitable. Due to this, in our further work we are going to check whether discrete-time semantics can be used when testing other classes of properties of the dense-time Petri net systems (e.g., CTL * −X ).
